I Want To Say Something

I want to say something deep and meaningful
That will move you
And make you feel what I feel
When this us that we are creating
Gets so big it overflows out the corners of my eyes
Down the cheekbones that you have kissed
Down the neck that you have bitten
That makes me yield so completely in your possession.

Sometimes, I think,
Words are a distraction from the essential something
Like being far out in nature
Serenity ruptured
With too loud voices of strangers
Abrasive like fingernails on chalkboard.

Even so,
I want to say something sweet and meaningful
So that you will feel
What I feel
And know that something is slowly building in me
Little by little
Like honeycomb slowly occupying more internal space
Until I am full of the thick clover sweetness of you.

Silly this desire because words -
Words can be so easily spoken,
So quickly broken and made meaningless.

“I love you“ can easily be followed by a fist,
“Until death do us part” too often followed by departure.
Even so,
I want to tell you
Something
Deep and meaningful
About how much I love how we laugh together,
Sex together,
Eat together,
Sleep together.

I want to tell you that
After one small month
I don't like the thought of my life
Without you in it.

I want to say something sweet and meaningful
About how easy it was to go soft with you
Because I knew I could trust you from that first day
Over six months ago now.

You made me feel safe and protected then.
You make me feel safe and protected now.
You make my heart happy.

I wanted to tell you something deep and meaningful
But these are the only words I have.